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Abstract: Universe formation one of the most sought biggest question of all time right from ancient period upto this
data (CERN Laboratory Geneva Suizerland, where more than 6000 Top Scientist world and about 3000 Engineers
are working doing “Big Bang” in High collidator below 150 meter underground and in 27 kilometer diameter and
since done 300 explosion and out of that only 30 times found some particle having mass and all these scientist
claiming they will soon find out how the universe got formed? Here in this case the most fundamental theory of
science accept it is most impossible to create any mass out of nothing and at the same time matter (mass) can not
destroyed (to take it is presence mass (matter) on this stand scientist observed such huge mass this whole universe
consist and they have found out one fictions totally unscientific just pure imagination and assumed this whole
equivalent of this whole universal mass was exist or was presence as primordial material and considered it is highly
compressed hot burning gases (probably Hydrogen?) 1A, 1B, 1C. Now the concept changed to about 80 to 85%
Hydrogen gas about 15% Helium gas and some trace %ge heavy dust particle and then the Big Bang. The explosion
formation nucleated of gas clouds spreading whole universe which is trillions and trillions and trillions light year
across (very and very opposite to Gravity as per concept of Sir Isaac Newton but afterward Gravity start condensing
and not only condensing but even solidification (frozen Ammonia, Frozen Methane and water i.e. snow, ice like
many mega planet of our solar system 2A,3A but still all the stars mega stars, Black Holes, Dark energy, matter (which
consist about 96% of the whole mass is still remains the same original constituent after about 10 Billions of year
which is considered age of our Universe? These are no of controversies are there in this Universe formation process,
which still scientist has tried to give them a base of science theories and laws I have taken view of all these
controversies in my this be get solved, with one theory THE ALMIGHTY GOD’S CREATION THEORY to fit in
regular scientific theory I have given it NEW REVOLUTIONARY MODIFIED THEORY (NRMT) I have this
theory present with me already computer print out form ore than 800 pages (but uncorrected spelling and language
wise due to little unexperianced computer coperator but will get corrected with in 4 to 5 months by blessing of
Almighty God AMEN.
[Subhash K. Jadhav. Universe Formation And Contraversies. J Am Sci 2013;9(4):1-5]. (ISSN: 1545-1003).
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Universe formation
Universe formation, one of the greatest and foremost
mystery of the whole universe and especially our world
the planet Earth, right from the very ancient time when the
most; intelligent amongst all the living organism, human
being has started thinking of how the Universe got created,
so also what it consist, that is all the stars, planets, sun,
moon, our Earth planet the fishes, Birds, all animals,
reptiles, all humans, so also all the plants and trees etc.
There are so many Ideas about that from time to time at
different parts of world, by different means, different
thinking. Some religious thinking gives very differently.
At one time everybody thinking that earth is at centre of
this Universe and sun is revolving around our planet earth,
all these ideas got developed observing by the naked eyes,
because it is highly impossible, That any man observing
the Universe creation by his own eyes and physically
present at the very creation of this Universe which consist
all stars, planets, moon so also all the living organism,
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plants, trees, animals including man ( human being)
creation, as human being also one of the creation and must
be got created after quite long time passed so impossible to
witness the creation of Universe and all other things
personally through his or her own eyes. So just observing
all these creation which the universe consist, human being
created the steps, one by one to come to some conclusion
from different religious mans very different than the other
religions of different parts of a world. This thinking was
still going on, still observed by many different religious
persons in different parts of world. But within about 300 350 years or so, there was quite good science development
with many scientific instruments like simple microscope to
complex election microscope, simple Telescope to Radio
telescope and spectrophotometer and so many other
instruments. Same way observing the whole Universe,
sun, other stars, other planets, so also all the formed
mountains, valleys, plains, rivers, all different living
organisms and animals so also many fossils, scientific
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community has created step by step creation of Universe
including galaxies, stars, our earth, mountains, Valleys,
plains, rivers, plants and trees, different one cellular living
organism to multticelluler specialized organ system
animals including human being. How these all come in
existence? Thus all these observations founded on keen
observation and relating its connection with something
already got accepted and modified to be relevant with
some new finding and observation by help of sophisticated
most advanced instrument like spectrophotometer, Radio
telescope, Electron micro-scope and even some experiment
and observation done on very high places on our planet
earth so also some even going very high in space and from
there observing by radio telescope some experiment
spectrophotometer and other very advanced instruments,
some experiments, observation by reaching other heavenly
bodies like moon, mars, some observsions sending space
craft on other Planet space and observing from there and
so on and so on. These observations done by many
scientists all over the world and every body asserting his
views to scientific community of
the world and
corroborating his finding to support by some experiment,
photos and other materials and thus concluding his or her
inventions to be fitted and relevant to previously accepted
theory and laws. This process goes on, all these about 300350 years and accordingly accepted scientific theory of
Universe Formation and discarding totally many religious
thinking of many thousands of years old. Being miracles
after miracles, magic after magic as it was not founded on
any scientific process or scientific principles invented
within these last 300-350 years which gets modified by
many Scientists of different science branches and then
accepted by majority of scientists of this world, as it is
based on science and scientific principle. And this has
given many near about answers for which human being
was thinking for many thousands of years. About these
many questions and answers got solved as, some what
nearer and reasonable for that time because nobody other
could have given better than that so it is accepted by
majority of scientists. And thus these findings, views
become precedent science
Out of these, Universe formation is the greatest and
foremost important, and most fundamental to begin with,
as Universe consist all what your naked eye can not see it,
can not or never reach it, to find it personally by their own
eyes or by the help of some scientific instruments, as there
is limitations to it’s ability, human being can not surpass?
And thus there are many theories developed by assuming
it, and on that developed and established these theories and
laws and on that basis given formation process, and many
natural activities taking pace on earth, other planet, our
sun, other stars of Galaxies, megastars, Giant Stars, Black
holes and dark energy matter etc.
Before going in detail the process of universe
formation accepted by most of the scientists, It is better to
have some ideas of its huge size which is beyond any
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body’s expectations that how many Trillions of Trillions of
Trillions of Tons it will weigh and you will get tired of
putting zeroes on any figure right from your birth to your
death, the same way the area it occupies, the space (mass
less area) and the area in which all this mass get in filled
will be Trillions and Trillions and Trillions of light years
distance (one light year is speed of light which is 3, 00,000
km/sec traveling in one full year) that much distance in
kilo meter, that indicates the vastness of universe which is
beyond any bodies expectation to imagine, let us forget
forever to reach or to have look personally where it ends
the Universe!
Our planet earth is just a spike or may be micro
grain with comparision to full universe mass, our earth
planet is nearly spherical body with radius of 6400 km and
circumference of 40000 km and have average density of
5500 kg/m3, and is members of our solar system which
have sun at centre, nearest planet mercury, venous, then
earth and mars as inner planet while Jupiter, Saturn
Uranus, Neptune is a mega planet compare to earth and
then Pluto as the most distant planet, our solar system, sun
as star are members of milky way galaxy which have about
1.3 bullions, our sun like stars and our milky way, galaxy
have areas that occupy across is 1,00,000 light years. Just
imagine the huge vastness and like our milky way galaxy
there are about 400 millions other galaxies present in our
Universe as all got detected with help of very complex
Radio Telescope and generally accepted by most of the
Astronomer of this world. And thus any body can imagine
the huge vastness and huge enormous mass it consists
which will focus light and clear picture of its formation.
Now the most accepted view by majority of scientist
and physicist, Astronomer consider that about 10 Billions
of years ago, equivalent of this whole universal mass was
at one place very very hot burning gases (probably
Hydrogen) in highly compressed state. And then violent
explosion took place that is called “Big Bang” and then all
these hot burning gases (probably Hydrogen gas spread as
gas clouds throughout the Universe and then the gas
clouds got collected, condensed and formed Proto galaxies
which ultimately transformed into Elliptical and spiral
galaxies, our solar system is one members, out of 1.3
Bullion stars of milky way galaxy is spiral galaxy, how
our sun got formed the same way inner planets i.e.
Mercury, Venous, Earth and Mars formed out of this vast
gas cloud by condensation while outer and mega planets
i.e. Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, the smallest Pluto
got formed still retain their frozen gas make up to this date.
But the inner planets including our planet, Earth, Mercury,
Venous and Mars last their condensed gas make up and
turns in to bare rocky Crusts. The same thing could be
possible for all about 400 millions Galaxies, with each
Galaxy supposed to have about 1.3 billions star system
like our Solar system it could be possible that they also
gone to this type of conversion like our solar system. And
this process of Universe formation is generally accepted
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by majority of scientist, physicist and Astronomer as it is
giving near about or most nearest reasonable answers,
explanation and process of Universe formation, But there
are many controversies, contradictions, inconsistencies and
ambiguity present, for which nobody has given serious
thinking, one simple reason being they never felt need of
it, as they have no other suitable, reasonable, consistent,
without any, ambiguity and without any Controversy
theory, which will give very clear picture of universe
formation?
You will definitely ask what are these controversies,
contradiction, ambiguity and inconsistency, present in
precedent science practices.
These will be as follows:1)
The foremost and very vital fundamental fact and
truth, no scientist of world yet taken in to Consideration is,
if you will take into Consideration the whole mass
Universe consists is so enormous, so huge that what most
astronomer and scientist consider that there are about 400
millions of galaxies and out of that our solar system is one
of the members of milky way galaxy which have like our
solar system about 1.3 Billion star like our sun and each
have mega and small planets and their satellite, like our
moon so also lot many other heavenly bodies i.e. comets
asteroids and meteorites, if you will try to measure only
our solar system’s mass, it will be nearly impossible or
you will get tired to put zeroes on any figure and then just
imagine the full milky way galaxy and its star system and
than the whole Universe its member galaxy which are
assumed about 400 millions thus imagine the quantity of
mass the Universe consist is beyond measure. Now the
main controversy in this case is how such huge huge mass
got its existence? Who has created this? because at one
hand, science and most of the scientists consider that it is
highly impossible to create small, small, smallest mass
even an atom, even the smallest atom hydrogen out of
nothing, Please understand and think very seriously this
statement out of nothing or very simple to say these facts
that mass cannot be created and mass cannot be destroyed
i.e. to get extinguished which is called the law of
conservation of matter. Thus it is very clear that no human
being can create any thing small of smallest thing out of
nothing, the same way it is highly impossible by any
human being to destroy the matter i.e. to take its existence
away, to extinguish it totally is highly impossible. That
indicates very strongly that the whole mass the Universe
consist of will never die, It is live forever, it will be live
up to eternity and eternity has no end of any period.
Thus what scientist are very much firm at one hand,
but the other hand they are giving the presence of so huge,
enormous unmeasurable mass, whole universe consist and
the biggest question arises is, if it is highly impossible to
create any thing out of nothing then how this so huge
enormous unmeasurable mass comes in to existence? How
and who has created? because you feel its presence very
positively And here lies the biggest mystery, the biggest
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secrecy which no scientist has ever given a serious
thought, they can observe part of universe through their
naked eyes and also can see with help of some scientific
instruments, such as telescope, radio telescope and then
very complex radio telescope and some other instruments
such as spectro photometer and with help of these
instrument tries to get steps of Universe formation, But no
body has given serious thought that if at one hand it is
highly impossible for any human being to create any thing
even smallest mass out of nothing then how such huge
mass came into existence? Who has created this whole
universe mass? which is so huge, enormous and
unmeasurable to any human being standard So the main
question, who has created ? who has such ability capacity
to create this whole universal mass out of nothing? as it is
very sure and all scientist agree with it that no men, no
scientist no magician have the capacity and ability to
create anything out of nothing, But you can see even by
the naked eyes some universal mass existence and
presence positively and so they have totally omitted that
and never gone in depth of it being very complex and most
of the Religious holy Persons have assumed God the
creator but being non visible and science only believes in
presence and thus not given simple thought even to take
into consideration this concept but to fit laws of science
that it is impossible to create mass (matter) developed the
idea that existence of universal mass is just fluke, mere
chance, an accident that this whole mass the full universe
consist as primordial material was actually hot burning
gases probably Hydrogen gas at one place and in very
highly compressed state and there was very huge violent
explosion took place (Big Bang) speeding this primordial
material hot burning gases (probably Hydrogen gas) as gas
clouds throughout the universe as gas clouds and there
after this gas clouds become cool and then formed proto
galaxies and further transformed into elliptical and spiral
galaxies totaling more than 400 millions in nos and out of
that our star, sun and it is planets including our earth
planets is one of them. But the main question is how it is
possible just fluke mere chance to create such huge mass
out of nothing and why it is not happening again because
fluke chance and accident can happening again and again
not single time it got reputed in this more than 10 Billions
of years?
The 2nd most important controversy in Universe
formation is most of the scientist has accepted the
primordial the primordial material of the equivalent of this
whole controversy in this universal mass is similar to our
sun constituent i.e. about 80 to 85% Hydrogen gas + about
15% Helium and some trace 1 to 5% dust particle of
metals.
3) The 3rd controversy in this formation of universe by
“Big Bang” theory is to the Newton’s law of
gravitational force which all Scientists and
astronomers believe and accept and the application
of this Gravitational Force is as per Newton’s two
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laws of gravitational force, then if the whole
universal and mass was present at one place in
highly compressed hot burning (probably Hydrogen
gas?) gas than as per Newton’s law of gravitational
force which considers each and every particle pulls
other particle by gravitations force then in this case
there should not be any explosion possible but all
this burning gas (probably Hydrogen gas) should
condense to liquid or frozen in to solid by which
these particles goes away from each other to such
infinite distance the universe have, which no human
being can never reach, nor it is possible to measure,
then how these mass which was present in one place
can go to such un measurable distance (trillions and
trillions and trillions light year distance) and that is
also against very fundamental Newton’s
gravitational force and according to Newton’s two
laws of gravitational force by which it applicable to
every mass and each particle.
The present
conventional precedent sciences don’t have
satisfactory, reasonable and consistent answer and
explanation for it? And thus it is very much
controversial, contradictory, ambiguous and in
consistent to consider that way? And there must be
some thing different than assumed and accepted by
majority of scientist and not what it is considered
and assumed?
4)
The fourth controversial facts about universe
formation which contains all the Galaxies about 400
million in no and one galaxy consist about 1.3 bullions
stars their star system like our solar system nos of planets
of different size, their satellites, other heavenly bodies like
Asteroids, meteoroids comets etc to form from explosion
of hot burning compressed gas (Probably Hydrogen?) and
this has exploded violently producing Big Bang called Big
Bang theory and then forming gas clouds spreading full
universe and forming proto galaxies and then elliptical and
spiral galaxies each galaxy consist 1.3 billions stars, their
mega planet and small planet, their satellites most stars
keeps their gas though more than 10 billions year passed,
cannot turned into solids is very much controversial and
ambiguous.
CONCLUSION:
Why it happens so much different and why it not
happens for all very similar though such long, 10 bullions
of year passed, no suitable most reasonable answers and
explanation available or given serious thought for it by any
scientist so far. one some what near by answer or
explanation given is that of solar flair (solar wind) has
grabbed this frozen methane, Ammonia ice layers many
Kilometer thick and made these inner Planets and their
Satellite bare Rocky crust but if you will see the distance
in between these Planets their space area distance and sun
our star these are many millions of Kilometer and you
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know very well and it is not possible from space which
starts where Atmosphere of these planets ends there is only
zero gravity starts and from there it is not possible for any
planet including our Earth and even our star sun to pull
even smallest mass some few hundred gram things also
these object are just revolving around that respective
planet them how it is possible for sun our star and other
star to pull these frozen methane , Ammonia and (ice),
many Kilometers thick to take away from these planets
which are away from sun few millions of Kilometer to
more than 225 millions of Kilometer in case of (Mars) to
takes away these frozen gas layers and to make these
planets a rocky crust of many Kilometer thick and even no
suitable theory given by any scientist that how this very
compressed hot gas (Probably Hydrogen?) turned into
Rock Strata with so many different atoms (about 92
naturally occurring element) and their metals, compounds
in to solid state, liquid state and gaseous state but in stars
can not changed accordingly within these 10 billions of
years, and still keeps their original very hot gas materials
in stars mega stars, Nova and super Nova still keeps the
gas hot burning gas, Hydrogen + Helium not become cool
and converted in to solid Rock why it happened in one
case and not in another uniformly is very much mysterious
and with no suitable and reasonable explanation and
answers for it ? There is no suitable theory behind but for
all these processes thus looks to be very much ambiguous
and contradictory? And one reason for all these
controversy, ambiguity with no suitable theory giving very
reasonable and consistent explanation and answers and got
it is existence is an and thus correct. And thus necessities
very badly need of very suitable, reasonable, without
ambiguity giving very clear picture of this universe
creation and not Universe formation assumed by
conventional precedent science needing suitable new
modern theory. And yes! There is such New Revolutionary
modified theory is there, which called The Almighty God’s
creation theory to be called scientifically New
Revolutionary Modified Theory (NRMT) which will be
explained in due course of time? This theory will
reasonable removed most of the major 100 contraversies
which is already computerised print out about more than
800 pages will be required just spelling and gramitically
correction which consist more than 800 pages which will
be my part of second book which will be published after
publishing my first book which is entitle major
controversies of the present science.
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